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Great Golfers Know Their Swing AND They Know 
the Fundamental Skills They MUST Master to be Suc-
cessful!  The mastery skills are NOT difficult to under-
stand once explained properly and in plain English.

The golf club strikes the ball, and they stay connected 
for approximately 3/4 of an inch of your swing path. 
During this time, seven factors influence how far the 
ball will go, the trajectory the ball will have, and the 
accuracy the ball will have (including any curvature). 

The Seven Mastery Skills are:
1 – GROUND CONTACT - This is very likely the 

biggest differentiator between amateur and pro golfers.  
With irons, the pros hit the ball first, then the ground. 
Amateurs (well over 95%) strike the ground first. This 
factor relates strongly to distance control – a key source 
to a lower handicap. 

2 – FACE CONTACT - Do you strike the sweet spot? 
The professionals strike the face in a far more functional 
spot and with incredible consistency. Amateurs, on the 
other hand, can be more random with their strike, or can 
be consistently on the wrong part of the club face. 

3 – CLUB FACE DIRECTION - Want to know the 
quickest way to improve your shot direction? Improve 
where your club face looks at impact. While there are 
other factors involved in direction, club face control is 
the single biggest factor. 

4 – CLUB SPEED  - You will always be limited in 
your distance by the speed you can create. The pros hit 
the ball much farther because they are close to 50% fast-
er than the average amateur golfer. One thing is for sure, 
all else being equal, a faster club head speed = more 
distance.

5 – SWING PATH - You can play great golf with a 
swing path that is off line (as Bubba Watson regularly 
demonstrates). However, your swing path will deter-
mine whether you are a fader of the ball (curve the ball 
to the right onto your target), or a drawer of the ball 

(curve the ball to the left onto your target).
6 – ANGLE OF ATTACK - Steep/shallow? The 

angle of attack will have a strong influence on ground 
contact with irons, and will increase or decrease your 
potential for distance with the driver. Hitting on the 
downswing with a driver can reduce your distance. 

7 – DYNAMIC LOFT - If you want to launch the 
ball higher or lower, you have to change dynamic loft. 
This is the loft you present to the ball at impact, and 
has a 60-85% influence on the launch angle.
   The only way you can improve your golf is to im-
prove the above factors.  You don’t have to improve 
all of them – a simple adjustment to ground contact 
alone can have significant effects on your game and 
scores. However, the more of these factors you im-
prove, the better and more optimized your golf game 
will be. Why, because these are the physical laws to 
which the golf ball abides. 

“Seven Golf Mastery Skills Made Easy”
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What’s included in this very 
important and unique program?

Eleven (11) Sessions in all!
• 3 Private lessons to make sure 
you get enough individual attention.

• 8 Groups Sessions to cover the seven topics. 
One extra session for follow-up and review. 

Group sessions are held on Mondays and repeated 
again on Fridays at 11:15 am.  Class size strictly 
limited to only twelve students so hurry.

Retail price is $279. Available NOW with 
an instant discount of $50, only $229

Program begins on January 17th and 
ends on March 21st (8 weeks)

833-88-QUICK (7-8425)
www.QuickFixGolf.com


